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Recommended  thickness range of glass door is 8-10mm
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Please confirm the wall is 
firm enough.
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Floor Guide

You need to ensure the floor guide is 
adjusted correctly for 8mm or 10mm 
glass.
if you need to adjust, push the plastic
part partially out of the metal and turn
until in the correct position marked
8mm or 10mm.

Installation Instruction for Sliding Glass  Door System
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Installation Instruction for Sliding Glass  Door System

Adjust four extension tubes according
to the smoothness of the wall and keep 
sliding rail straight.

0~10(mm)
adjustable space
      

    
Calculate the height required for the 
wall holes(see page 1) and drill 

60mm deep at 4 equal intervals. 
It is absolutely imperative that these 
holes are at the exact same height 
so check carefully before drilling.
 

ø12mm
& 

  
Using four mounts fix the rail on the
cement wall. 
Tighten the 

  

screws by Allen key and 
check the rail is fixed and solid.

    
Put expansion screw into holes and
extrude warhead of expanding nut 
with hammer.

  
Slide the end stops onto the rail and
make sure they are on the correct 
way.

Try to slide the glass door slightly
and adjust position and angle of
door stoppers till the rubber on door
stoppers can touch middle of roller,
then tighten screws.(Please adjust
the position of floor guide i

.)

f there is
any problem of the sliding system
on horizontal plane

    
Install round handle.
Finish the whole installation.11
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 Wall

IMPORTANT, THIS SYSTEM SHOULD BE ATTACHED TO A SOLID WALL USING APPROPRIATE FIXINGS OR A SUITABLY REINFORCED STUD WALL.

*Please note you are responsible for the correct installation of this unit so please ensure you pay particular attention to these instructions AND those that are supplied with the glass door.

Using the adjustable pin wrench
supplied unscrew the assemblies
as shown and install in the glass
ensuring the pin wrench tightens
the assembly correctly.

Rejoin the main body of the roller 
assemblies and fix firmly into position 
using the screws and allen key. 
Note there is an amount of adjustment 
available so ensure the glass is not 
stressed.

It is a two person job to then hang the
glass on the rail, be careful with the glass 
especially the corners ensuring they don't 
catch anything hard. It is always advisable 
to put some cardboard/carpet underneath 
the working area.

Install the anti-jump device with the 
allen key and fix firmly.

Fix the door guide to the finished floor. 
It should be positioned just before the 
beginning of the passage opening 
approx. middle of the door movement
The distance from the wall to the 
centers of the fixing holes should be 
10mm assuming a flush wall.

3 -2
Take above picture of mount as a 
reference when installing the 
mounts on the wall.
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